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ACROSS

1 Free ___ always a mystery to the religious Armad
5 Mountains dividing continents
9 Classic Ok. Peak
14 ___ Also
15 Soy bean curd
16 Wafer who, like Armad, loved magic
17 Philosophy major Armad, also a magician, knew about inimitables like "which came first?". This puzzle amazingly knows the answer, ___
20 ___ Armad admired this about Alice and Dorothy
21 Armad sometimes wrote about this in his Scientific American column
25 Bore
26 Thicc slice
30 Diagram type often used by Armad to study games
31 Web ___
32 How Armad annotated books by G. K. Chesterton
33 Sneezy
34 Acronym that in modern physics represents a concept that explains all. Armad once wrote "the Big Bang was a laboratory experiment, that ___ refers to the big toe of a hyperphysicist who used his ___ to press the button."
35 Expression of angst
36 Primarily used as a poet, "Armard T. Ringer" was the favorite pseudonym of this polymath
39 What Armad regarded the paranormal as
40 Old Tokyo capital
41 Anemots
43 Island greeting
44 Eye parts
45 Protection
46 Learning
47 Woman's underwear
48 Raise
49 Armad wrote about the Reuleaux Triangle in which this is constant no matter the direction of measurement
52 Toss a coin, turn it over as many times as you wish, and note what is on top. Magician Armad would know ___
59 Register
60 Greek Cupid
61 Earth goddess, mother of Thor
62 Rider needs
63 Last year's word?
64 Spotted